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If M is a closed orientable 3-manifold with H,(M) = Z,, then there is a lens space L,, unique 
up to homotopy, and a degree-l map f: A4 + L,,. As a corollary we prove that if 6 is a homology 
3-sphere admitting a fixed point free action by Z,, then the regular covering fi + It?/??, is induced 
from the universal covering S3 --f L,,,, by a degree-l map f: 6/Z, + L,,,. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper we will be concerned with the existence of degree-l mapsf: M + L,, 
where M is a closed orientable 3-manifold and L,, is some lens space. If H,(M) = 
Z,, such maps exist and the lens space L,, is unique up to homotopy equivalence 
(see Theorem 3.4). If fi is a homology 3-sphere and p : A? -+ M is a regular covering 
with the cyclic group Z,, as its covering group, then H,(M) =Z,, and the covering 
p : A? + M is induced from the universal covering q : S3 -+ L,, by means of a degree-l 
map f: M + L,, (see Th eorem 3.5). An explicit and complete description of Seifert 
fibered homology 3-spheres l6 with fixed point free cyclic group actions is given 
in [S]. 
We would like to thank the referee for his comments. 
2. Preliminaries 
Throughout this paper we work in the PL category. A PL homeomorphism we 
simply call an isomorphism. Our reference for 3-manifold concepts is [3]. 
A homology 3-sphere is a 3-manifold with the same homology as a 3-sphere. 
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A surface is a connected compact 2-manifold. A surface F in a 3-manifold W is 
proper if F n 8 W = aF. We call a 2-sided proper surface F = W a Seifert surface if 
aF is a single l-sphere that does not bound a 2-cell in a W. 
If A is an Abelian group, T(A) denotes its torsion subgroup. If X is a space with 
finitely generated homology, pi(X) denotes the rank of the ith homology group 
H,(X). 
Proposition 2.1. Let W be a compact 3-manifold with a W a torus. Suppose there is a 
1 -sphere S’ c a W such that H,( W) = Z[ S’]O A. Then there is a Seifert surface F c W 
such that aF and S’ intersect transversally in exactly one point. 
Proof. Let 4 : H,(M) + Z be the epimorphism defined by +[S’] = 1 and 4(A) = 0. 
Then there is a map f: W+ S’ such that 
There is a l-sphere 2’ c a W such that a W = S’ x 2’ and f*[Z’] = 0. Changing the 
map f: a W+ S’ by a homotopy, we may assume that f(x, y) = x and that f is 
transversal with respect to a point X~E S’. Let F be the component off-‘(x0) with 
aFz0. 0 
Corollary 2.2. Let W be an orientable compact 3 -manifold with a W a torus and with 
H,(W) = Z. Then there is a Setfert surface F c W. 
Proof. From the Euler characteristic formula it follows that 0 = &(a W) =x( W) = 
1 - p,( W) + &( W). Therefore pz( W) = 0. From the universal-coefficient formula we 
conclude that T( H2( W)) = T( H,( W)) = 0. Therefore H*( W) = 0. By Poincart 
duality, H,( W, a W) = H2( W) = 0. From the exact homology sequence, 
H,(aW)+H,(W)=Z+H,(W,aW)=O, 
we conclude that there is a l-sphere S’ c a W such that [S’] is a generator of H,( W). 
By Proposition 2.1 there is a Seifert surface Fc W. 0 
Proposition 2.3. Let p : X + X be a regular covering projection and let G be its group 
of covering transformations. If H,(z) = 0, then the natural epimorphism v : T,(X) + G 
induces an isomorphism v* : H,(X) + H,(G). 
Proof. Associated to the regular covering p : X + X is the short exact sequence 
l+&?$%rl(X):G+l 
which then gives the exact sequence (see [4, p. 2031) 
r&)/M%, n,(X)1 -+ ff,(v~(X)) y* H,(G) - 0. 
But H,(g) = T,(X)/[&), q(X)] =O. q 
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3. Degree-l maps onto lens spaces 
The following lemmas will be applied. 
Lemma 3.1. Let M be a closed orientable 3-manifold with H,(M) =Z,. Let S’c M 
be a 1 -sphere such that [S’] is a generator of H,( M) and let N = S’ x D2 be a regular 
neighborhood of S’ in M. Then H,( M - N) = Z and there is a Seifert surface 
Fc M-N with [JF] = n[S’]+ m[aD’] in H,(aN) for some integer m. 
Proof. Denote W = M - N. From the exact sequence 
H,(N)=Z= H,(M) = Z,, + H,(M, N) -+ 0 
it follows that H,( M, N) = 0 and by excision that H,( W, d W) = 0. From the Euler 
characteristic formula ,y( W) = 4x(6 W) = 0 = 1 - p,( W) + p2( W) we obtain that 
pr( W) = 1 +p2( W). By Poincare duality H,(W) = H’( W, d W) = 0. Therefore 
pr( W) = 1. By the universal-coefficient formula T(H,( W)) = T(H2( W)). By Poin- 
care duality H2( W) = H,( W, a W) = 0. We conclude that H,( W) = Z. 
From the exact sequence 
H,(aW)=ZOZ+H,(W)=Z+H,(W,aW)=O 
it follows that there is a l-sphere S,!, c d W such that [ SA] is a generator of H,( W) = Z. 
By Proposition 2.1 there is a Seifert surface Fc W intersecting SA transversally in 
exactly one point. Therefore a W = a N = SA x aF. From the Mayer-Vietoris sequence 
of the manifolds N and W, 
O+H,(dN)=Z@Z+H,(N)@H,(W)=Z@Z+H1(M)=Z,+O, 
it follows that [aF] = n[S’]+m[aD2] in H,(aN). 0 
Lemma 3.2. Let M be a closed orientable 3-manifold, S’ c M a 1 -sphere, N = S’ x D2 
a regular neighborhood of S’ in M, and F c M - N a Seifert surface with [aF] = 
n[S’]+ m[aD’] in H,(dN). Then 
(1) F determines an element [F] E H2( M, Z,); 
(2) if /3 : H,(M, Z,) + H,(M, Z,) is the Bockstein homomorphism defined by the 
exact sequence O-+Z,, AZ,z+Zn +O, i(k) = kn, then /?[F] = [S’]; 
(3) if(,):H,(M,Z,)xH,(M,Z,)~Z, is the intersection pairing mod n, then 
([S’l, [FI) = +m. 
Proof. (1) Via a fixed triangulation F defines an element F in the singular chain 
group C,(M) with dF homologous to n[S’] in C,(M). Hence F defines a cycle in 
the chain group C,(M)OZ, of the chain complex of M(mod n), and therefore 
defines up to sign a unique homology class [F] in H2( M, Z,). 
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(2) Consider the commutative diagram 
0 - C*(M)OZ, - G(M)OZ.2- C,(M)@&? - 0 
I 
dOid 
o- C,(M)OZ, = C,(M)@Z 2- G(M)OZ, - 0. 
F defines also an element FE C,(M)@Z,2. Note that (id@ i)S’ = (a@id)F, It 
follows from the definition of p that /3[F] = [S’]. 
(3) Let you aD2 and let P be the surface obtained from F by adding a collar 
1 
contained in N to F. Then S’ xyo intersects F transversally in exactly m points 
with the same sign. Therefore 
([S’],[F])=(S1xyo,~)=fm. Cl 
Lemma 3.3. Let M be a closed orientable 3-manifold with H,(M, Z,) =Z,. Let 
S’ , SA c M be 1 -spheres with [S’], [ SA] generators of H,( M), let N = S’ x D2, N = 
SA x 0: be regular neighborhoods of S’, SA in M respectively, and let F c M - N, 
F,c M-N,, beSeifertsurfuces with [aF]=n[S’]+m[aD2] in HI(aN) and [aF,]= 
n[SA]+ m,[aDi] in H,(aN,). Suppose that [SA] = k[S’] in H,(M). Then 
mo= *mk2 in Z,. 
Proof. By the universal-coefficient formula H2( M, Z,) = Z,. We apply Lemma 3.2. 
Since p[F] = [S’] is a generator of H,(M, Z,), it follows that p : H2( M, Z,) + 
H,( M, Z,) is an isomorphism. From p (k[ F]) = k[ S’] = [ SA] = /?[ Fo] we conclude 
that [ Fo] = k[ F]. Therefore 
Jtmo=([S~],[Fo])=(k[S’],k[F])=k2([S1],[F])=~k2m 
in Z,. 0 
The following theorem is our main result. 
Theorem 3.4. Let M be a closed orientable 3-manifold with H,(M) = Z,. Then there 
is a lens space L,, uniquely determined up to homotopy equivalence and a degree-l 
mapf:M+L,,. 
Furthermore, the Bockstein homomorphism j3 : H2( M, Z,) -, H,( M, it?,) defined by 
the exact sequence O+ Z, G 2~ + Z, + 0 is an isomorphism. If x E H,(M, Z,) = Z, is 
a generator, then the mod n intersection number (p(x), x) = fmk2 is a unit in Z,. It 
determines uniquely the lens space L,,, up to homotopy equivalence. 
Proof. Let S’c M be a l-sphere such that [S’] is a generator of H,(M) =Z, and 
let N = S’ x D2 be a regular neighborhood of S’ in M. By Lemma 3.1 there is a 
Seifert surface Fc M-N with [aF] = n[S’]+ m[aD’] in H,(aN). Let L,, be the 
lens space of type (n, m), i.e., L,, = Vu VI, V=S’xD2, V,=S:xD: are solid 
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tori with Vn V,=aV=aV, and [aD:]=n[S’]+m[aD2] in H,(aV). We construct 
a degree-l map f: A4 + L,, as follows: First let f]: N+ V be the identity map. 
Extend flN to fl : N u F + Vu 0: by mapping F onto 0:. Since V, cut open along 
0: is a 3-cell, the mapfl,“, can be extended to a mapf: A4 + L,, withf( M - N) = 
VI. Since fl: N =f-‘( V) + V is an isomorphism, f: M + L,, has degree 1. 
To prove uniqueness suppose that h : M + L,,,” is a degree-l map onto the lens 
space L,,O. We have the Heegaard splitting L,,,” = V, u V,, V, = SA x Dg, V, = 
Six 0: solid tori with V,n V,=dV,=dV, and [do:]= n[S~]frn,[~~D~] in H,(aV,). 
By [6, Theorem 2.11, the map h is homotopic to a map g: M + L,,, such that 
g-‘( V,) is a solid torus and g 1: gp’( V,) + V, is an isomorphism. Let g-‘( V,) = 
SA x 0:. We may assume that gl : M - gp’( V,) + V2 is transversal with respect to a 
fixed y,, x 0:. Then the component F of g-‘(y, x 0:) with dF # 0 is a Seifert surface 
in M-g-‘(V) with [dF] = n[SA]+ m,[dDg] in H,(ag-‘( V)). By Lemma 3.3, m,,= 
+mk2(mod n) for some k. Thus m,m = i(mk)2(mod n). But this implies that L,,, 
and L,, are homotopy equivalent (see e.g. [l, p. 961). 
The statement regarding the Bockstein homomorphism follows from Lemma 
3.2. q 
If n is a prime, a map f: M + L,, of degree 1 was constructed by a homotopy 
theoretic argument in [2]. 
Note that if a 3-manifold is regularly covered by a homology 3-sphere, then it is 
necessarily orientable (the covering transformations must preserve orientation by 
the Lefschetz fixed point theorem). 
Corollary 3.5. Let p : A? + M be a regular covering of the 3 -manifold M by a homology 
3-sphere 6l and suppose that the group of covering transformations is the group Z,. 
Then there is a lens space L,, uniquely determined up to homotopy equivalence and 
a degree-l map f: M + L,, such that the regular covering p : fi + M is induced from 
the standard regular covering q : S3 + L,, by the degree- 1 map f : M + L,,, . 
Proof. By Proposition 2.3, H,(M) = Z,. By Theorem 3.4 there is a lens space L,, 
uniquely determined up to homotopy equivalence and a degree-l map f: M + L,,. 
Therefore f,r,( M) = r,( L,,) and f* : H,(M) + H,( L,,) must be an epimorphism 
and hence an isomorphism. It follows that p,n,(G) = ker(f* : rl( M) + T,( L,,,,)) 
and hence that the regular covering p : A? + M is induced from the standard regular 
covering q : S3 + L,, by the map f : M + L, m. 0 
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